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Builder model homes represent the essence of what a planned community has to offer. They impart the quality construction,
attention to detail and available amenities in a way that no other sales tool can. The planning and time that go into model
homes is significant, but in today’s technology infused market, a few additional steps are necessary to bring buyers to your
door. This is where an architectural photographerarchitectural photographer comes in.

If you’re wondering just how important visual technology is to model home exposure (pun intended)-- the National Association
of REALTORS® got together with Google recently to compile some statsstats that provide perspective on consumer and market
trends in the home buying world. They found that “52 percent (of home buyers) turn to the web as their first step.” And here’s
what their report had to say regarding online video usage of those looking to purchase a home:             

                *86% use it to find out more about a specific community;

                *70% use it to tour the inside of a home; and

                *38% use it to understand specific features.

 These compelling figures point specifically to the advantages of having a good architectural photographer on any new home
building team. There are literally only seconds to make an impression on a potential buyer, so quality visuals are key. Model
homes are initially introduced via still photography where they compete side-by-side on a screen-- the best images obviously
garner the most attention. The pictures must resonate with viewers through the use of lighting and color, the crop needs to
hone in on a home’s best features while still allowing room for a viewer to personalize their living space with their
imagination…and so much more—all in one simple photo.

The next step is video, where the image of the model home tour leads into the larger concept of community living and beyond.
It’s a process that requires the ability to package and display both model homes and the neighborhood that surrounds them
using technologies that are relevant to current search trends.
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Grey Street StudiosGrey Street Studios offers mobile friendly virtual toursmobile friendly virtual tours, flash virtual toursflash virtual tours and YouTube virtual toursYouTube virtual tours in addition to
numerous other services that connect new home builders with clients through high quality, professional imaging services.
Contact usContact us today and let us build a virtual path to your model homes.
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